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Abstract—To meet the capacity demands from ever-increasing
mobile data usage, mobile network operators are moving towards
smaller cell structures. These small cells, called femtocells, use
sophisticated air interface technologies such as Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). While femtocells are
expected to provide numerous benefits such as energy efficiency
and better throughput, the interference resulting from their dense
deployments prevents such benefits from being harnessed in
practice. Thus, there is an evident need for a resource manage-
ment solution to mitigate the interference that occurs between
collocated femtocells. In this paper, we design and implement
one of the first resource management systems, FERMI, for
OFDMA-based femtocell networks. As part of its design, FERMI
(i) provides resource isolation in the frequency domain (as
opposed to time) to leverage power pooling across cells to improve
capacity; (ii) uses measurement-driven triggers to intelligently
distinguish clients that require just link adaptation from those
that require resource isolation; (iii) incorporates mechanisms
that enable the joint scheduling of both types of clients in the
same frame; and (iv) employs efficient, scalable algorithms to
determine a fair resource allocation across the entire network
with high utilization and low overhead. We implement FERMI
on a prototype four-cell WiMAX femtocell testbed and show that
it yields significant gains over conventional approaches.

Index Terms—WiMAX, femtocells, resource management

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand for higher data rates and increased spectral
efficiencies is driving the next generation broadband access
networks towards deploying smaller cell structures (called
femtocells) with OFDMA [1]. Femtocells are installed indoors
(e.g., enterprises, homes) and use the same spectrum and
access technology as macrocells (traditional cell towers), while
connecting to the core network through cable or DSL back-
haul. The poor cellular signal problem indoors, experienced
by many users today, can easily be overcome by femtocells.
Moreover with femtocells, mobile devices (e.g., 4G-enabled
smartphones) can save energy by transmitting to a nearby
femtocell (rather than a distant cell tower) and enjoy high data
rates. In addition, the small range of femtocells increases the
cellular network capacity via increased spatial reuse. These
advantages allow mobile broadband service providers to (i)
improve coverage and service quality and (ii) offload traffic
from macrocells to femtocells in a cost-effective manner.

To harness the aforementioned benefits in practice, one first
needs to mitigate the interference that occurs in femtocell
networks. Although previous studies (e.g., [2]) have proposed

solutions to alleviate the interference between macrocells and
femtocells, interference mitigation between collocated femto-
cells has not drawn considerable attention and thus forms
the focus of this work. However, the design of a resource
management solution for femtocells is complicated by the
fact that the femtocells have to inter-operate with the cellular
standards that they inherit from macrocells. There are several
other key aspects that make the resource management problem
both challenging and unique. We articulate these below.

Femtocells versus Macrocells: Typical femtocell deploy-
ments are significantly more dense compared to the well-
planned deployments of macrocells. Hence, while interference
is localized at cell edges in macrocells, it is less predictable
and more pervasive across femtocells. This renders Fractional
Frequency Reuse (FFR) solutions (proposed for macrocells)
inadequate in mitigating interference between femtocells.

Femtocells versus WiFi: OFDMA dictates a synchronous
medium access for femtocells, on a licensed spectrum. On
the contrary, WiFi stations access the unlicensed spectrum
in an asynchronous manner (i.e., random access via CSMA).
In a typical WiFi network, interfering cells either operate on
orthogonal channels or use carrier sensing to arbitrate medium
access on the same channel. In an OFDMA femtocell network,
there is no carrier sensing and multiple central frequencies
(channels) are not available in the licensed spectrum; therefore,
existing solutions for WiFi are not applicable. Interfering
femtocells can either operate on orthogonal parts (called sub-
channels) of the spectrum, or directly project interference on
the clients of each other. Further, in OFDMA, transmissions to
different clients of a single cell are multiplexed in each frame.
Since every client of a cell may not need spectral isolation (for
purposes of interference mitigation), blindly operating adjacent
cells on orthogonal parts of the spectrum comes at the cost
of underutilization of the available capacity. In other words,
resource isolation in OFDMA femtocells needs to be executed
by jointly considering interference mitigation and leveraging
spatial reuse opportunities. Since a WiFi access point transmits
data to a single client at a time (using the entire channel width
assigned to it), this challenge does not arise.

Our contributions in brief: We design and implement one
of the first practical resource management systems, FERMI,
for OFDMA-based femtocell networks. FERMI decouples
resource management across the network from scheduling
within each femtocell and addresses the former. This allows
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resource allocation across femtocells to be determined by a
central controller (CC) at coarse time scales. Frame scheduling
within each femtocell can then be executed independently on
the allocated set of resources. The four key cornerstones of
FERMI’s resource management solution include:

• Frequency Domain Isolation: It isolates resources for
clients in each femtocell, in the frequency domain (as
opposed to the time domain). This allows for power pool-

ing to jointly mitigate interference and increase system
capacity (discussed later).

• Client Categorization: It employs proactive,
measurement-driven triggers to intelligently distinguish
clients that require just link adaptation (i.e., clients that
can reuse the spectrum) from those that require resource
isolation with an accuracy of over 90%.

• Zoning: It incorporates a frame structure that supports the
graceful coexistence of clients that can reuse the spectrum
and the clients that require resource isolation.

• Resource Allocation and Assignment: It employs novel
algorithms to assign orthogonal sub-channels to interfer-
ing femtocells in a near-optimal fashion.

We have implemented FERMI on a four-cell WiMAX fem-
tocell testbed. FERMI provides a complete resource manage-
ment solution while being standards compatible; this enables
its adoption on not only experimental platforms but also on
commercial femtocell systems. To the best of our knowledge,
we report the first resource management system implemented
on a real OFDMA femtocell testbed. Comprehensive evalu-
ations show that FERMI yields significant gains in system
throughput over conventional approaches.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

While broadband standards employing OFDMA (WiMAX,
LTE) are relatively recent, related research has existed for
quite some time [3]. There are studies that address problems
pertaining to single cell (e.g., [4]) and multi-cell systems
[2], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. The above studies on
multi-cell systems have looked at the interference between
macrocells and femtocells, for both downlink (e.g., [11]) and
uplink communications (e.g., [10]). In summary, the solutions
in these studies leverage the localized interference and the
planned cell layouts of macrocells, and they are restricted to
theoretical studies with simplifying assumptions that prevent
their adoption in practice. On the other hand, femtocell de-
ployments in practice are not planned and thus, do not benefit
from localized interference.

For interference between macrocells and femtocells, we
assume one of the models in [11]. In this model, interfer-
ence is mitigated by partitioning the frame resources across
macrocells and femtocells in a semi-static manner (based
on macro and femto users’ traffic). Thus, our focus in this
work is specifically on interference between femtocells. While
FERMI’s goal of interference mitigation is similar to that of
the above studies, it is the first study that achieves this with
a standards-compatible implementation. We evaluate FERMI
on real OFDMA hardware and show that it is viable for
commercial femtocell deployments.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the WiMAX frame structure.

In addition to the studies in the cellular domain, there
have been studies addressing resource allocation using graph
coloring for WiFi systems (e.g., [12], [13], [14], [15]). The
main objective in these studies is to allocate a minimum
number of orthogonal contiguous channels to each interfering
AP. Instead, our objective is to realize a weighted max-min
fair allocation while utilizing as many sub-channels (fragments
of the spectrum) as possible. In addition, resource alloca-
tion is just one component of our study; we implement a
novel, complete resource management system with several
enhancements specifically tailored to OFDMA. There have
also been approaches that allocate spectrum fragments to
contending stations (e.g. [16], [17]). However, these studies
rely on asynchronous random access and associated sensing
capabilities. We address a more challenging problem in OF-
DMA synchronous access systems and satisfy requirements
that are specific to OFDMA femtocells.

A. WiMAX Preliminaries

While our study applies to OFDMA femtocells in general,
our measurements are conducted on a WiMAX (802.16e [18])
femtocell testbed. WiMAX divides the spectrum into multiple
sub-carriers and groups several sub-carriers to form a sub-
channel. Specifically, we use the distributed grouping mode
(PUSC [18]) in our implementation since it is mandatorily
supported. In PUSC, the individual sub-carriers forming a
sub-channel are distributed throughout the spectrum. This
distribution (i.e., which sub-carriers are selected as part of
a sub-channel) is subject to specific permutations. Thus, two
different sub-channels at the MAC level map to two distinct
sets of sub-carriers at the PHY level. In general, interfer-
ence from the same source may be different on different
sub-channels if frequency selectivity is taken into account.
However, note that PUSC picks the subcarriers composing a
sub-channel randomly from the spectrum. This averages the
effect of frequency selectivity and interference on a given sub-
channel, thereby giving a uniform effect across sub-channels.

The two-dimensional WiMAX frame (see Fig. 1) carries
data to multiple mobile stations (MSs) across both time
(symbols) and frequency (sub-channels). The combination of
a symbol and a sub-channel constitutes a tile (the basic
unit resource at the MAC). Data to users are allocated as
rectangular bursts of tiles in a frame. The BS 1 schedules
the use of tiles both on the downlink and the uplink. Frames
are synchronized in time both between the BS and MSs as
well as across BSs (by virtue of synchronizing to the macro
BS [19]). The frame consists of the preamble, control and
data payload. While the preamble is used by the MSs to lock

1We use the terms femtocell, BS, cell interchangeably.
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Fig. 2. The deployment of our testbed (a) and alternative resource isolation strategies (b).

on to a particular BS, the control consists of FCH (frame
control header) and MAP. MAP conveys the location of the
data burst for a MS in a frame and consists of both the
downlink and uplink MAPs. The DL-MAP indicates where
each burst is placed in the frame, which MS it is intended
for, and what modulation level (MCS as shown in Fig. 1)
decodes it. Similarly, the UL-MAP indicates where the MS
should place its data on the uplink frame. The uplink frame
also has dedicated sub-channels for HARQ, which is used
by the MSs to explicitly acknowledge (ACK / NACK) the
reception of each burst sent by the BS.

III. DESIGN ASPECTS OF FERMI

To derive the right design choices for interference mitiga-
tion, we conduct extensive measurements on our testbed. The
testbed consists of four PicoChip [20] WiMAX femtocells
(cells 1-4) deployed in an indoor enterprise environment at
NEC Labs (Fig. 2(a)). The clients are commercial WiMAX
USB dongles (with unmodifiable, proprietary source code
[21]) plugged into laptops running Windows XP. All cells use
8.75 MHz bandwidth with the same carrier frequency of 2.59
GHz. For this frequency, we obtained an experimental license
from FCC to transmit WiMAX signals on the air.

We consider downlink UDP traffic (generated by iperf)
from the cells to the clients. The traffic rate saturates the
available tiles in the frame. We call a triplet {cl, bs, int} an
interference topology, where cl is the location of the client
whose throughput is being measured, bs is the cell that the
client is associated to and int is the set of other BSs that
interfere with the data reception of cl. Each measurement
corresponds to an interference topology and is obtained by
running an experiment for 7 minutes, measuring the thro-
ughput and averaging it over several such runs. We generate
different interference topologies by varying the locations of the
clients (along the path shown in Fig. 2(a)). Moving the clients
provides a finer control on the interference magnitude received
from other BSs, as opposed to changing the locations of the
BSs. More importantly, note here that we only need to account
for whether or not a client of a BS is interfered by other BSs.
This is unlike in WiFi, where in dense deployments, an AP
can preclude the transmissions of a nearby AP due to carrier
sensing. In other words, in OFDMA where there is no carrier
sensing, the locations of the clients (rather than the BSs) and
whether they are subject to interference are important. Thus,
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we believe that our setup captures a reasonable set of scenarios
that could arise in practical femtocell deployments.

The baseline strategy for our measurements is one where a
BS uses the entire spectrum, while performing an ideal link
adaptation (MCS selection) for its clients. We want to decouple
the effect of a particular choice of link adaptation algorithm
from our measurements. With this in mind, we run the
experiment for each data point over all MCS levels and record
the one that delivers the highest throughput. Since we conduct
the experiments in a slowly-varying indoor environment, we
see that the throughputs between experimental runs do not
exhibit significant variations for a given interference topology.

A. Coping with Interference

There are two approaches to coping with interference in
OFDMA. Switching to a lower MCS via link adaptation (rate
control) could suffice if the received signal quality is above
the threshold required by the lower MCS level. With strong
interference (typical in dense deployments), the received SINR
could be even lower than that required for the lowest MCS
operation. In such cases, isolating the resources (tiles) utilized
by interfering cells helps alleviate the effects, but it results
in a reduced set of tiles in each cell. Clearly, the choice
between link adaptation and resource isolation must be made
depending on the nature of interference. In a two-dimensional
WiMAX frame, the tiles can be isolated among BSs either in
time (symbols) or in the frequency (sub-channels) domain as
depicted in Fig. 2(b). Time domain isolation (TDI) isolates
tiles by leaving empty (guard) symbols to prevent collisions;
frequency domain isolation (FDI) allocates orthogonal sets of
sub-channels to different BSs for their transmissions.

Our goal is to answer: Does link adaptation alone suffice
in coping with interference or is resource isolation needed? If

needed, should resource isolation be performed in time or in

frequency? Towards this, we experiment with three strategies:
(a) the baseline strategy where BSs use all tiles, (b) TDI
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Fig. 4. Motivation for zoning (a) and measurements for categorization (b).

and (c) FDI where BSs use half of the (orthogonal) available
set of symbols and sub-channels, respectively, in each frame
(Fig. 2(b)). All strategies employ link adaptation via cycling
through MCS levels. We first consider cells 1 and 2, and
present the CDF (over the client locations) of the aggregate
throughput in Fig. 3(a). We see that resource isolation provides
significant gains over the baseline and that FDI outperforms
TDI in aggregate throughput by about 20%. We repeat the
experiment with cells 1, 2 and 3. Each cell now uses a third
of the resources with TDI or FDI. In Fig. 3(b), we see that the
median percentage throughput gain of FDI over TDI increases
from about 17% for two cells to about 60% for three cells.

This interesting observation is due to what we refer to as
power pooling, which is only possible with FDI. The energy
transmitted by a BS is split over its constituent sub-channels
in OFDMA. With a smaller subset of sub-channels, the av-
erage power per sub-channel increases, potentially allowing
the cell to use a higher MCS. As more cells are activated
in an interference domain, the number of (orthogonal) sub-
channels available per cell decreases; this however, increases
the average power and hence the throughput per sub-channel.
Eventually, the higher per sub-channel throughput in each cell
contributes to the higher network throughput capacity.

B. Accommodating Heterogeneous Clients

As discussed earlier, for clients in close proximity to their
BS, link adaptation alone may be sufficient to cope with inter-
ference. Resource isolation for such clients will underutilize
the tiles in the frame. Given that OFDMA multiplexes data to
multiple clients in a given frame (to fill the available tiles),
it becomes necessary to accommodate clients with heteroge-
neous requirements (link adaptation vs. resource isolation) in
the same frame. To achieve this, we propose to use zoning,
where an OFDMA frame is divided into two data transmission
zones 2. The first zone uses all the sub-channels and schedules
clients that need just link adaptation (hereafter referred to as
the reuse zone). The second zone utilizes only a subset of the
sub-channels (determined by FDI) and here, the clients that
require resource isolation are scheduled (referred to as the
resource isolation zone). Link adaptation is also performed
for clients in this zone albeit only within the restricted subset
of sub-channels.

We conduct an experiment with two cells to understand
the benefits of zoning. Cell 2 causes interference while cell
1 transmits data to its clients. Cell 1 schedules data for two

2A zone in OFDMA is a dedicated portion of the frame in which one or
more bursts can be scheduled.
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Fig. 5. The building blocks of FERMI.

clients: one by reusing all sub-channels (the reuse client) and
the other one by isolating resources (from cell 2). The reuse
client is moved from the proximity of cell 1 towards cell
2; the other client is static. We compare the throughput that
cell 1 delivers (aggregate throughput of both clients) against a
scheme where there is no reuse (i.e. both clients are scheduled
by isolating resources). As one might expect, as long as the
reuse client does not experience appreciable interference from
cell 2, reusing sub-channels provides a throughput gain over
the pure resource isolation scheme. We plot this throughput
gain in Fig. 4(a) as a function of the reuse client’s distance
from cell 1. Interestingly, significant gains (at least 20%) from
reusing sub-channels can be availed even when the client is
at 40% of the distance between the interfering cells. Beyond
this distance, the interference from cell 2 starts degrading the
throughput. We revisit zoning in detail in §V.

Although zoning holds promise, it only dictates how to
accommodate heterogeneous clients; it does not provide a
complete resource management solution. Several challenges
remain in achieving this goal. Specifically, for each cell, we
need to (a) determine the size (in symbols) of the reuse
zone (b) determine the subset of sub-channels allocated to
the resource isolation zone, and (c) adapt both these zones to
the dynamics of the network in a scalable manner. FERMI
incorporates novel algorithms to address these challenges.

IV. BUILDING BLOCKS OF FERMI

We depict the relationship between the blocks of FERMI in
Fig. 5. In a nutshell, the categorization of clients allows each
BS to determine how the frame should be divided into zones,
from its perspective (block 1). Each BS then determines the
set of BSs that cause interference on those of its clients that
require resource isolation. This information, along with cell-
specific load parameters, is then fed to the central controller
(CC), which then constructs an interference map (block 2).
Using the interference map (i.e., conflict graph), the CC
computes the network wide sub-channel allocation and zoning
parameters (details in §V). It disseminates this information
back to the BSs, which use these operational parameters until
the next resource allocation update.

A. Client Categorization at the BS

The first building block categorizes clients into two classes;
the first needs just link adaptation (class LA) while the second
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Fig. 6. Client Categorization Components (a-b) and Accuracy Results (c-d).

needs resource isolation together with link adaptation (class
ISO). To understand how clients are to be categorized as either
class LA or class ISO, we perform calibration experiments. We
consider two cells each with a single client. We experiment
over a large set of client locations to generate a plurality
of scenarios. We first consider a cell in isolation (i.e., no
interference). At each client location, we sequentially allocate
two spectral parts (of equal size) of the frame to the client.
Since, the fading effects on the two sets of assigned sub-
channels are likely to be different, the client will have different
throughputs with the two allocations. We notice however, that
this difference is at most 25 % in more than 90 % of the

considered client locations (Fig. 4(b)). We now repeat the
experiment, but with interference. In one of the allocations
(i.e., parts), the second cell projects interference on the client;
in the other, the operations are without interference (via
resource isolation). We observe that in this case, the throughput

difference is over 25 % (in many cases, significantly higher)

in more than 80 % of the topologies.

These results suggest that the throughput (per unit resource)
difference between an interference-free allocation and an al-
location with interference can be used to categorize a client
as class LA or class ISO. If this difference is less than a
threshold (referred to as ! later), link adaptation suffices
for this client. If it is larger than the threshold, one cannot
immediately determine if the client needs resource isolation.
This is because the above experiments were done by allocating
equal number of tiles to the client in the settings with and
without interference. If such a client is categorized as class ISO

and allocated a smaller set of isolated resources, its throughput
may in fact only be similar to what it would achieve by being
a class LA client. Unfortunately, it is difficult to know the cell
loads a priori and hence one cannot make a clear determination
of whether to categorize these clients as class LA or class
ISO. Thus as a design choice, FERMI takes a conservative
approach and categorizes all of such clients as class ISO. We
find that this helps accommodate fluctuations in the load and
interference patterns.

Although a BS does not have access to the throughput at
a client, it is informed about the reception of each burst via
ACKs and NACKs on the uplink. We define Burst Delivery
Ratio (BDR) to be the ratio of successfully delivered bursts
to the total number of transmitted bursts by the BS. The
BS can estimate BDR by taking the ratio of the number of
ACKs received to the total number of feedbacks (ACKS +
NACKS) received from the clients. Since the feedback itself
might practically get lost on the uplink, this is an estimate

of the actual BDR. We perform experiments to understand if
the BDR estimate at the BS can provide an understanding of
the throughput at the client. Fig. 6(a) plots a sample result
showing that indeed the BS can very accurately track the
client throughput using the BDR estimates. We find that, as
per the WiMAX standard, the feedback channels on the uplink
modulate data using robust QPSK modulation. This helps in
reducing the probability of a feedback being received in error
by the BS and makes the BDR estimate accurate. Similar
notions of uplink feedback channels are also available in other
OFDMA standards such as LTE.

Having shown that BDR accurately represents throughput,
we next describe our categorization solution. Before providing
details, we sketch how throughput in an OFDMA system is
computed. A rectangular burst consists of x symbols and y
sub-channels which collectively form t = x!y tiles. If a single
burst is successfully received by the client, it delivers t!b bits
of information where b is the bits per tile that the current MCS
encodes. Here, the MCS is typically chosen based on the SINR
of the link. Thus, the throughput over j transmitted bursts can
be computed as t ! b ! j !BDR.

To achieve categorization in practice, FERMI introduces
two measurement zones in the frame as depicted in Fig. 6(b),
namely the occupied and free zones. Every BS operates using
all sub-channels in the occupied zone. Scheduling a client
in this zone enables the BS to calculate the BDR in the
presence of interference from other cells. Scheduling a client
in the free zone to calculate the BDR without interference
is slightly more involved. Given a set of interfering BSs,
all BSs but for one must leave the free zone empty in any
frame. Allowing only one of the interfering BSs to schedule
its clients in the free zone, will enable it to measure the BDR
without interference at its clients. Hence, a random access
mechanism with probability !

n is emulated to decide access
to the free zone, where n is the number of interfering BSs
and " " 1 is a constant parameter set by the CC. Note
that clients associate with BSs at different instants and hence
it is unlikely that all interfering BSs will categorize their
clients at the same time. Hence, " is used to increase the
access probability to the free zone. FERMI schedules regular
data bursts in the measurement zones to calculate the BDR,
thereby keeping the process transparent to clients and retaining
standards compatibility 3. While the occupied zone can be
used as an extension to the reuse zone when categorization of

3If the user traffic is intermittent, FERMI can create dummy bursts and
use them for client categorization. Since this process requires a few samples
(shown later), we believe it will not cause a significant increase in cell load.
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the clients is complete, this is not possible for the free zone,
whose utility is towards categorization in other cells. Here, the
CC keeps track of client (dis)associations, triggers the use of
the free zone (cast as a data zone) solely for the purpose of
categorization in relevant parts of the network and disables it
to minimize overhead once the procedure is complete.

The accuracy of client categorization is evaluated in Figs.
6(c) and 6(d). We again consider two cells; clients 1 and 2
belong to the two cells, respectively. We generate multiple
topologies by varying the location of client 1 in the presence of
interfering cell 2. First, the throughput of client 1 is measured
for both zones (free and occupied) to identify the ground truth
at each location; here leveraging our calibration measurements,
we conclude that if the throughput difference is less than 25%,
client 1 is at a location where it only needs link adaptation.
Otherwise, the particular scenario is deemed as one that needs
resource isolation. After the ground truth is established, cell 1
performs the following set of actions.

1) For K samples, transmit to a client using the occupied zone
and with the probability specified earlier, transmit to the
same client using the free zone. During this period keep
track of the BDR for each zone.

2) Calculate occupied throughput Tocc = t!bocc!K!BDRocc

where BDRocc is the BDR of the occupied zone and
bocc is the number of bits that the sampled MCS encodes.
Similarly, calculate Tfree = t! bfree !K !BDRfree (note
that the number of tiles, t, is equal for the two zones).

3) If Tfree >= (1+!) !Tocc, then the client is of class ISO;
otherwise belongs to class LA. Based on the calibration
measurements, we set ! = 0.25.

Here, arbitrating the access to the free zone is a factor that
reduces the accuracy of estimation. If two BSs schedule their
clients in this zone at the same time, rather than getting a BDR
sample without interference, they both could get a sample that
indicates interference. We use the BDR average over multiple
samples to alleviate such inaccuracy.

The categorization accuracy when the ground truth is (a)
resource isolation and (b) link adaptation is shown in Figs. 6(c)
and 6(d), respectively. In corroboration with our measurement-
based inference, we see that increasing ! beyond 0.25 de-
creases the accuracy of detecting resource isolation but it
increases the accuracy of detecting link adaptation. Further,
while increasing the number of samples over which ! is
measured can help improve accuracy, the benefits are not
significant. Hence, it pays to use fewer samples to categorize
clients (towards reducing overhead). Thus, FERMI uses ! = 1
with 25 samples to obtain an accuracy greater than 90%.

B. Interference Map Generation

The CC in FERMI generates an interference (conflict)
map that not only captures point-to-point but also cumulative
interference experienced by the clients. Note that interference
is client-dependent and since multiple clients are scheduled
in tandem in each OFDMA frame, the interference patterns
between BSs vary from one frame to another. This makes it
impossible for any practical resource management scheme to
gather schedule-dependent interference information, determine

an allocation and disseminate it to the BSs for execution in
every frame (sent every 5ms in WiMAX). Hence, the goal
of the resource management scheme in FERMI is to allocate
resources at a coarser time scale (over hundreds of frames) by
collecting aggregate interference statistics from each BS. This
decouples resource allocation from frame scheduling in each
BS, thereby allowing a conflict graph approach to adequately
capture interference dependencies for our purpose.

In addition to client categorization, the measurement zones
in FERMI also help in deciphering interference relations. If
a BS causes interference to the clients of another BS so as
to require resource isolation, then an edge is added between
the two BSs in the conflict graph. Note that the interference
relations need to be determined only for class ISO clients.
FERMI uses the measurements in the occupied zone as the
basis to categorize a client as class ISO. Note however that all
BSs operate in this zone and thus, the client experiences the
cumulative interference from all interfering BSs. Adding an
edge to each of these neighboring cells in the conflict graph
would be overly conservative; some of them may only project
weak levels of interference on the client. Hence, we need to
determine the minimum set of interference edges that need
to be added in the conflict graph to eliminate interference
through resource isolation. Towards this, we use the following
procedure following the initial categorization.

Consider a femtocell A and a class ISO client cl of A.
cl passively measures the received power from neighboring
BSs (available during handover between BSs). If the power
from a neighboring BS (B) exceeds a threshold, then B is
added to cl’s list of strong interferers. cl reports this list to A,
which then consolidates it and reports the set of conflict edges
(for each strong interferer) that must be added to the conflict
graph, to the CC. The CC uses this information for making
the initial resource allocation decision. While this accounts
for point-to-point interference, some clients may not see any
individual strong interferer but the cumulative power from a
subset of neighbors could be strong enough to require resource
isolation. Such clients will continue to see interference after
the initial resource allocation. These clients can be identified
by comparing the BDR achieved on the assigned sub-channels
with that seen in the free zone. We adopt an iterative approach
to further refine the conflict graph to isolate such clients.

To illustrate, let us consider one such client. The client
reports a list of neighbor BSs (not already reported) in
decreasing order of received power as potential cumulative
interferers to its BS. Now, FERMI needs to identify the
smallest subset of these neighbors to whom adding a conflict
edge will eliminate interference through resource isolation. To
achieve this two filters are applied: (i) from the cumulative
interference list sent by the client, the BS first removes those
neighbors from the list to whom an edge was already added
by one of its other clients; (ii) the pruned list is sent to the
CC, where neighbors whose current resource allocation are
orthogonal to that of the client’s cell are further removed
as they could not have caused interference. The CC then
looks at the final pruned lists and adds a conflict edge to the
neighbor that appears first in multiple lists. With the updated
interference graph, resource allocation is determined once
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again and disseminated to femtocells for the next resource
allocation epoch. If the BDR for the client is sufficiently
improved and is now within !% of what is observed in the
free zone, the process is complete. If not, the next strongest
interfering BS is added to the conflict graph (again subject
to filtering based on the current resource allocation) and so
on. In addressing cumulative interference, conflict edges are
added only one by one in each epoch by the CC. This is
because most of the interference experienced by clients is
strong in dense femtocell deployments. Hence, aggressively
adding conflict edges to address cumulative interference will
only result in under-utilization of resources. Thus, using both
passive and active measurements at clients, FERMI accounts
for both strong and cumulative interference in its resource
allocation decisions in each epoch 4.

Why Dedicated Measurements?: One could argue that
using only the passive received power measurements from
interfering BSs may be an easier approach to categorize
clients. Here, if a client receives a signal from an interfering
BS that is higher than a threshold, it is categorized as class
ISO; otherwise, it is a class LA client. However, for this
method to work well in practice, a lot of calibration is needed
to find accurate, often scenario dependent, threshold values.
In addition, the received power does not necessarily give an
indication of the throughput observed at the clients. To avoid
these practical issues, FERMI relies on highly accurate direct
measurements for client categorization, which allows it to have
coarse thresholds for identification of strong interferers.

V. ALGORITHMS IN FERMI

The goal of resource management at the CC is to determine
for each femtocell (i) the size of the reuse zone and, (ii) the
specific subset of sub-channels for operations in the resource
isolation zone, to obtain an efficient and fair allocation across
femtocells. While the joint determination of parameters for
both the zones is the optimal approach, this depends on
throughput information that changes in each frame, thereby
coupling resource allocation with per-frame scheduling deci-
sions. Since, as discussed in §IV, per-frame resource allocation
is infeasible due to practical constraints, FERMI performs
resource allocation at coarser time scales.

Each femtocell reports two parameters to the CC to facilitate
resource allocation: (i) load (number of clients) in its resource

isolation zone, and (ii) desired size (in time symbols) of its
reuse zone. Alternative definitions for load can be adopted but
the number of clients is sufficient for our purposes (as in [13]).
Note that a femtocell does not have the complete picture of
interference dependencies across cells; it only has a localized
view. Thus, it simply provides the load in its resource isolation
zone and expects the CC to allocate resources proportional to
its load. Each femtocell determines the desired size of its reuse
zone based on the relative load in the two zones. Since class
ISO clients will be scheduled immediately after the reuse zone
(see Fig. 6(b)), if two interfering cells have different sizes for

4We assume that the clients are static so that the interference graph does
not change until the next epoch. FERMI in its current form cannot address
high user mobility and we defer handling such cases to future work.

their reuse zones, then the cell with the larger reuse zone will
cause interference to the class ISO clients of the other cell.
Hence, an appropriate size for the reuse zone of each cell
also needs to be determined by the CC based on the reported
desired values. Next, we present the algorithm at the CC to
determine the sub-channel allocation and assignment to each
femtocell, followed by the selection of their reuse zone sizes.

A. Allocation and Assignment

The goal of sub-channel allocation is to allocate and assign
sub-channels to the resource isolation zone in each femtocell
to maximize the utilization of sub-channels in the network
subject to a weighted max-min fairness model. The reasons
for the choice of the weighted max-min fairness are two-
fold: (i) weights account for variations in load across different
cells; and (ii) max-min allows for an almost even split of sub-
channels between cells in a contention region, which in turn
maximizes the benefits from power pooling (see §III). Thus,
given the load for the resource isolation zone from each cell
along with the conflict graph, the CC’s goal is to determine a
weighted (load-based) max-min allocation of sub-channels to
femtocells (i.e. vertices in the graph).

Theorem 1: The sub-channel allocation and assignment
problem in FERMI is NP-hard.

Proof: Consider the simpler version of the problem,
where we are interested only in the optimum objective (max-
min) value and not in the specific allocation to all the cells.
Hence, we are interested only in determining the largest
number of sub-channels x such that all cells can at least be
given an allocation of x. This in turn can be determined as
follows. For a given integer i, replace each vertex (femtocell)
in the conflict graph G = (V,E) by a clique of size i and add
edges between all vertices across the cliques if there existed
an edge between the vertices corresponding to the cliques in
the original graph G. Let the resulting graph be Gi. Now,
determining the maximum i such that Gi is colorable with
N colors (N being the # of sub-channels) yields the desired
objective value. However, determining if Gi is colorable with
N colors is the problem of multi-coloring G, where each
vertex requires as assignment of i colors. Thus, the max-min
value to our simpler problem is x if and only if G can be x-
fold colored with N colors. Since multi-coloring is NP-hard
and forms a special case of a simpler version of our problem,
the hardness automatically carries over.

While the allocation problem may seem similar to multi-
coloring at the outset, this is not the case. In fact, multi-
coloring can only provide an assignment of sub-channels
for a specified allocation. However, in FERMI, we are also
interested in determining a weighted max-min allocation in ad-
dition to the assignment, which makes the problem much more
challenging. Further, every contiguous set of sub-channels
allocated to a cell is accompanied by an information element
in the control part of the frame (MAP), describing parameters
for its decoding at the clients. This constitutes overhead,
which in turn increases with the number of discontiguous sets
allocated to a cell. Therefore, our goal is to reduce overhead
due to discontiguous allocations, while ensuring an efficient
allocation of sub-channels.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of A3 algorithm for 20 sub-channels in the spectrum. The vertex loads are included in parentheses.

Algorithm 1 Allocation and Assignment Algorithm: A3

1: Triangulate: A3 first transforms the given conflict graph
G into a chordal graph G! by adding a minimal set of
virtual interference edges to G = (V,E).

2: Allocate and Assign: A3 computes a provably weighted
max-min fair allocation on the chordal graph G!.

3: Restore: A3 removes the virtual edges from G! and
updates the allocation to the vertices carrying the virtual
edges to account for under-utilization on the original graph
G.

Overview of FERMI’s resource allocation: Any resource
allocation algorithm attempts to allocate shared resources
between entities in a contention region subject to a desired
fairness. Each contention region corresponds to a maximal
clique in the conflict graph. However, a given femtocell may
belong to multiple contention regions and its fair share could
vary from one region to another. This makes it hard to
obtain a fair allocation, for which it is necessary to identify
all maximal cliques in the graph. However, there are an
exponential number of maximal cliques in general graphs with
no polynomial-time algorithms to enumerate them. Hence, we
propose an alternate, novel approach to resource allocation
in A3 (outlined in Algorithm 1), which runs in polynomial-
time and provides near-optimal fair allocation with minimal
discontiguity (overhead).

Chordal Graphs: A chordal graph does not contain cy-
cles of size four or more. Chordal graphs have significant
applications in sparse matrix computations and have been
extensively studied. Algorithms for important problems such
as maximum clique enumeration can efficiently be applied on
chordal graphs [22]. The key idea in A3 is to leverage the
power of chordal graphs in obtaining a near-optimal allocation.
We now present details of the three steps in A3 along with a
running example in Fig. 7.

Triangulation: The process of adding edges to chordalize
(triangulate) a graph is known as fill-in. Since adding edges to
the conflict graph would result in a conservative allocation
than is required, the goal is to add the minimum number
of edges needed for triangulation. While this is a NP-hard
problem in itself, A3 employs a maximum cardinality search
based algorithm [23] that is guaranteed to produce a minimal
triangulation and runs in time O(|V ||E|)), where V is the
set of vertices and E is the set of edges in the graph. Fig. 7
depicts a fill-in edge between vertices A and C. As we shall
subsequently see, the restoration (third) step in A3 is used to

Algorithm 2 Weighted Max-min Fair Allocation Algorithm

1: INPUT: G! = (V,E!) and load #i, #vi $ V
2: Allocation:
3: Un-allocated vertices U = V , Allocated vertices A = %
4: Determine all the maximal cliques C = {C1, . . . , Cm} in

G! using perfect elimination ordering
5: Resource: Rj = N , Net load: Lj =

!

i:vi"Cj
#i, #Cj

6: Determine tuples: si = maxj:vi"Cj{Lj},
ti =

!

j 1vi"Cj , #vi
7: Determine initial allocation:

Ai = minj:vi"Cj

"

"iRj!
k:vk!Cj

"k
+ 0.5

#

, #vi $ U

8: while U &= % do
9: Pick un-allocated vertex with maximum lexicographic

rank: vo = argmaxi:vi"U (si, ti)
10: Allocate Ao sub-channels to vo; U ' U\vo,

A' A ( vo
11: Update remaining resource: Rj = Rj )Ao,

#j : vo $ Cj

12: Remove vo from cliques: Cj ' Cj\{vo}, #j : vo $ Cj ;
Update Lj #j and (si, ti) #vi $ U

13: Update allocation:

Ai = minj:vi"Cj

"

"iRj!
k:vk!Cj

"k
+ 0.5

#

, #vi

14: end while

alleviate the under-utilization introduced by the triangulation.
Allocation: A3 uses Algorithm 2 to determine the weighted

max-min allocation on the triangulated graph G!. Once the
graph is triangulated, all its maximal cliques are listed in linear
time (O(|V |)) by determining a perfect elimination ordering
(PEO) [23]. A3 determines the net load on each maximal
clique (step 5) and for every un-allocated vertex (cell, vi),
it determines a tuple (si, ti), where si indicates the highest
load in the cliques that vi belongs to and ti is the number
of cliques that it belongs to (step 6). A3 then determines a
vertex’s weighted fair share in each of the maximal cliques
that it belongs to and determines its minimum (rounded) share
amongst all its member cliques (step 7). It picks the vertex
(vo) with the highest lexicographic rank and allocates the
computed share of sub-channels to it (vertex C is picked first
with sc = 5 and tc = 3). vo is then removed from the list
of un-allocated vertices (steps 8-10). The allocated vertex is
also removed from the cliques that it is a member of, and the
clique loads, resource and vertex tuples are correspondingly
updated (steps 11,12). The weighted share for the remaining
set of un-allocated vertices in each of the maximal cliques that
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vo belongs to is updated based on the remaining resources
in those cliques (step 13). The process is repeated until all
vertices receive allocation and runs in time O(|V |2).

Assignment: After the vertices get their weighted max-min
allocation, the next step is to provide an actual assignment
of sub-channels to satisfy the allocations. A3 leverages clique
trees for this purpose. A clique tree for a chordal graph G
is a tree whose nodes are maximal cliques in G. Further, it
satisfies some useful properties (as we show later).
A3 generates a clique tree for the chordal graph G! (depicted

in Fig. 7) in linear time by building on top of a PEO or
by constructing a maximum spanning tree [22]. It picks an
arbitrary node in the clique tree as its root and starts sub-
channel assignment proceeding from the root to its leaves. At
every level in the tree, it assigns sub-channels to un-assigned
vertices in each of the nodes (maximal cliques) based on their
allocation (vertex D is assigned first with sub-channels [1:5]).
When assigning sub-channels to a vertex, it picks a contiguous
set of sub-channels that is disjoint with existing assignments to
other vertices in the same clique. When contiguous assignment
is not possible, A3 makes the assignment to minimize frag-
mentation (e.g. vertex B is assigned two fragments). Since
a vertex may belong to multiple maximal cliques, once its
assignment is made, it is retained in all subsequent levels of
the tree. We establish later that the above procedure that runs
in O(|V |) can yield a feasible assignment of sub-channels (i.e.
proper coloring of G!) to satisfy the allocation.

Restoration: Fill-in edges could result in conservative
(under-utilized) allocation of resources. While the triangula-
tion in A3 attempts to reduce the addition of such edges,
we still need a final step to restore potential under-utilization.
A3 re-visits vertices that carry fill-in edges and removes such
edges one by one. When a fill-in edge is removed, the removal
of a conflict may free up some sub-channels at each of the
vertices carrying the edge. If so, the largest set of such sub-
channels (that do not conflict with the assignment of neighbor
vertices) are directly assigned to those vertices (for vertex A,
sub-channels [12:19] are freed after the conflict removal with
C and can be re-assigned to A). This can be done in O(|V |).

To summarize, given the exponential number of cliques in
the original graph, A3 intelligently transforms the graph into
a chordal graph with only a linear number of cliques and
optimally solves the allocation and assignment problem. A3

keeps the potential under-utilization due to virtual edges to a
minimum with its triangulation and restoration components.
Thus, it provides near-optimal performance for most of the
topologies with a net running time of O(|V ||E|). We now
establish two key properties of A3.

Property 1: A3 produces a weighted max-min allocation on
the modified graph G!.

Proof: Before the proof, we recap the definition of max-
min fairness, which needs to be slightly modified given that
fractional channel allocations are not possible. An allocation
vector is said to be max-min if it is not possible to increase the
allocation (x) of an element without decreasing that of another
element with an allocation of x+1 or lesser. The corresponding
weighted max-min definition requires that an increase in the
allocation (x) of an element with weight wi is accompanied by

a decrease in the allocation of another element j (with weight
wj) with an allocation of

wjx
wi

+ 1 or lesser.

Note that a weighted max-min allocation on G!, where the
weights correspond to the load on the vertex, is equivalent
to a max-min allocation on a transformed graph G#, where
each vertex vi in G! is replaced by a clique with #i nodes
(sub-vertices) in G# and an edge between two vertices in
G! translates to an edge between all sub-vertices of the two
vertices in G#. A clique Cm with m vertices in G! now
translates to a clique with

!

i:vi"Cm
#i sub-vertices in G#.

Thus, to show A3’s allocation mechanism yields a weighted
max-min allocation on G!, it is sufficient to show that it yields
a max-min allocation in G# where each sub-vertex has unity
load (weight). We will show this by contradiction.

Assume a given allocation is not max-min. Hence, consider
two sub-vertices va, vb in a maximal clique C1 with respective
allocations being x and x+2. For the allocation to not be max-
min, we should be able to increase va’s allocation either in
isolation or by decreasing vb’s allocation. Since va’s allocation
was restricted to begin with, it must belong to a bigger clique
than C1, namely C2. This is because, when all the loads are
unity, the allocation mechanism picks vertices belonging to
bigger cliques first. Now, if va’s allocation can be increased
by one sub-channel, then this must also not exceed the resource
capacity of C2. There are three possible cases.

(i) If va was allocated after other sub-vertices in C2, then
va’s allocation would have already expanded to occupy the
remaining capacity of C2, which means that va’s allocation
cannot be increased further.

(ii) If va was not the last sub-vertex in C2 to be allocated,
then it might be that the sub-vertices that followed va were
bottlenecked in other larger cliques and could only receive an
allocation < x, thereby allowing va’s allocation to be further
increased to use up the remaining capacity in C2. However,
this is not possible since the sub-vertices that follow va in A3

can only belong to equivalent or smaller cliques and will hence
be able to receive an allocation " x, thereby using up C2’s
capacity completely. Thus, va’s allocation cannot be increased
in this case as well.

(iii) Similar to vb, let there by another sub-vertex vc in C2 that
has an allocation of x+2 or more. In this case, va’s allocation
can be increased at the cost of vb’s and vc’s allocations
in the two cliques. However, note that if vc was allocated
before va, then its allocation will be * x. Further, since va
is bottlenecked in C2, if vc is allocated after va, then its
allocation can at most be x+1. Thus, in either of these cases,
va’s increase will have to come at the cost of another sub-
vertex with an allocation * x+ 1.

Property 2: A3 always produces a feasible assignment of
sub-channels for its allocation.

Proof: A3 generates a clique tree for G! and starts as-
signing sub-channels to vertices in each of the nodes (cliques)
in the clique tree starting from the root. A3 can run into
assignment problems if it encounters an un-assigned vertex vi
belonging to multiple cliques at the same level with conflicts
such that it prevents a feasible assignment to vi. This is where
the clique intersection property of clique trees come into play.
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The clique intersection property states that for every pair of
distinct cliques C1, C2, the set of vertices in C1 +C2 will be
contained in all the cliques on the path connecting C1 and C2

in the tree. Hence, if vi appears at multiple cliques at a level
in the tree, it must have appeared in isolation at some higher
level in the tree. Given that all vertices, when encountered first,
appear in a single clique at a level, a feasible assignment to the
vertex is always possible since the allocations always satisfy
the capacity in all cliques. Further, once a vertex is assigned
sub-channels, its assignment carries over to other cliques
containing it in subsequent levels. Thus, by using a clique tree
for assignment, A3 is able to ensure a feasible assignment of
sub-channels given a weighted max-min allocation.

Based on these two properties, we have the following result.

Theorem 2: If G is chordal, then A3 produces an optimal
weighted max-min allocation.

Our evaluations in Section VI show that over 70% of the
topologies are chordal to begin with, for which A3 yields an
optimal allocation. For other topologies, A3’s sub-optimality
is < 10%, indicating its near-optimal allocation capability.

Other possible comparative approaches: While greedy
heuristics for multi-coloring do not address our allocation
problem, to understand the merits of A3, we propose and
consider two extensions to such heuristics that also perform
allocation and assignment (coloring). These simpler heuristics
do not need to operate on a complete list of maximal cliques
as we describe next.

The first heuristic is progressive (labeled prog); here, the
allocations and assignments are made in tandem one sub-
channel at a time. The vertex with the smallest weighted

allocation ( allocation
load

= Ai

"i
) is chosen and assigned the

smallest indexed sub-channel available in its neighborhood. By
assigning sub-channels one at a time, this heuristic achieves
reasonable fairness. However, its running time is O(|V |2N),
where its dependence on N (number of sub-channels) makes
it pseudo-polynomial, thereby affecting its scalability. It also
results in a highly fragmented assignment of sub-channels,
which in turn increases the control overhead in frames.

Another heuristic that can avoid the pseudo-polynomial
complexity, is interference-degree based (labeled deg). The
share to every vertex is determined based on its weight and the
remaining resources (after removing allocated vertices) in its

interference neighborhood and is (
"i(N$

!
j:(vi,vj)!E,vj!A

Aj)
!

j:(vi,vj)!E,vj!U "j
).

Then the vertex with the min. share is allocated as contiguous
of a set of sub-channels as possible. This heuristic runs in
O(|V |2) and also keeps the overhead low. However, its fairness
is significantly worse as compared to prog.

By adopting a greedy approach, heuristics derived from
multi-coloring either achieve low complexity and overhead
at the cost of fairness but not both. A3 however, deciphers
interference dependencies with good accuracy to provide both
near-optimal fairness and reduced complexity and overhead.
Further, since the allocation and assignment is conducted on
the chordal graph G!, dynamics in the form of arrival/departure
of clients/cells (i.e. addition/deletion of conflict edges) can be
easily accommodated in a purely localized manner through
incremental schemes [24]. This in turn allows A3 to scale
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Fig. 8. Illustration of zoning mechanism of FERMI.

well to network dynamics unlike other heuristics.

Benchmarking: To understand how close A3 is to the
optimum, we need to obtain the weighted max-min allocation
on the original graph G (not necessarily chordal). This requires
listing all the maximal cliques, which are exponential in num-
ber. This can be done in a brute-force manner with exponential
complexity. Once all the maximal cliques are listed, A3 can
be applied to obtain a weighted max-min allocation on G.

B. Zoning

After assigning sub-channels to the resource isolation zone
of each cell, our next step is to determine the size of the reuse
zone (in symbols) for each cell based on their desired sizes.
There arise three challenges in determining the reuse zone size
(referred to as sr). (i) If two interfering cells use two different
sr’s, the one with the larger sr will cause interference to the
class ISO clients of the other cell. Hence, a common reuse zone
is required among interfering cells. (ii) Since allocation and
zoning are meant to operate at coarse time scales (decoupled
from per-frame scheduling), the common sr among interfering
cells cannot be determined based on throughput. Hence, the
choice of the common sr is restricted to either the minimum
or maximum of the desired zone sizes of the neighboring cells.
(iii) If each cell belongs to a single contention region (clique),
choosing the common sr is easy. However, since cells may
belong to multiple cliques, this will result in a common sr
(min. or max.) propagate to the entire network. Cells with
a desired zone size less than the common sr may not have
sufficient data for their class LA clients to fill up to the sr,
while cells with a larger desired zone size will have to perform
isolation (without reusing sub-channels). Either case results in
under-utilization, which is exacerbated when a single common
sr propagates to the network.

FERMI addresses the above challenge as follows (illustra-
tion in Fig. 8). For each cell, the CC determines the minimum
of the advertised (desired) sr’s of all the cell’s neighbors and
uses that as its operational sr (e.g. 10 symbols for BS1, 5
symbols for BS2). The cell schedules its class LA clients in
the reuse zone till the operational sr (using all sub-channels).
It continues to schedule class LA clients in the second zone
between its operational sr and its desired sr. However, these
are scheduled only in the band allocated to the cell by A3 (the

scheduling of BS2 between the 5th and the 15th symbols). The
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class ISO clients are scheduled in the resource isolation zone
(after the desired sr) using the band allocated by A3.

Introducing a transition zone (marked on Fig. 8) that
schedules class LA clients between the operational and desired
srs (using the band given by A3), provides a graceful transition
between the reuse and resource isolation zones. Since the
chance for under-utilization is more when the operational sr
exceeds the desired sr, FERMI uses the minimum of the
desired srs in the neighborhood as the operational sr for
a cell. Further, since each cell computes its operational sr
only based on the desired srs of its neighbors and not their
operational srs, propagation of a single common sr in the
network (and the resulting under-utilization) is avoided. As an
example, this would correspond to every BS having the same
sr (i.e. global min.) of 5 symbols in Fig. 8. Using the minimum
of the desired srs of neighbors (i.e. local min.) avoids this
propagation for BS1 and allows it to have a sr of 10 symbols.
Hence, different regions of the network can have different sr
values, which increases the potential for sub-channel reuse.
Further, cells that belong to multiple contention regions with
different operational srs in the different cliques (e.g. BS2 in
Fig. 8) will not suffer from interference to their class ISO
clients, since the operational sr of all their cliques will be
less than their desired sr, while they schedule only class LA

clients in the region between their operational and desired
sr. As we shall show in our evaluations, FERMI’s zoning
arrangement provides significant gains since the sr values
in different cliques can be decoupled (i.e. a single globally
minimum desired sr does not propagate).

VI. SYSTEM EVALUATION

A. Prototype Evaluations

Implementation Details: Given that we do not have a
macro BS at our disposal, we use external GPS modules to
achieve synchronization among femtocells. The GPS modules
are placed next to windows with cables providing a 1 pulse
per second (pps) signal to each femtocell. The clients are USB
dongles connected to laptops.

FERMI is implemented on the PicoChip platform which
provides a base reference design implementation of the Wi-
MAX standard. The reference design does not involve so-
phisticated scheduling routines and provides just a working

link between the BS and the MS. Since the clients are off-
the-shelf WiMAX MSs (with no possibility of modification),
it is a challenge to realize a working implementation of
various components such as categorization and zoning. Some
of these challenges were to keep our implementation within
the boundaries of the rigid WiMAX frame structure and to
integrate commercial clients with our experimental testbed. We
significantly extend the reference design as follows (shown as
shaded components in Fig. 9).

(a) When data from higher layers is passed onto the MAC,
we first route the data based on what MS it is intended for and
whether that MS is already categorized (as in §IV) or not. (b) If
the MS is already categorized, its data is packed in the relevant
zone of the frame that the MS needs (reuse vs. resource
isolation). If not, its data is packed in the measurement (recall
free and occupied) zones introduced for categorization. The
burst packing component implements a rectangular alignment
of the data of both MSs that have been categorized before as
well as MSs that are being categorized. (c) After packing, the
data is passed onto the frame controller which prepares the
control payload before the frame is transmitted on the air. (d)
The burst tracking component keeps an information tuple for
the measurement zones for the MSs that are being categorized.
It tracks the ACK status of each measurement burst. After
enough BDR samples are collected, it decides on the client
category and informs the burst packing component about
the decision. (e) The interface with the CC leverages kernel
sockets to communicate the load and conflict information to
the CC via Ethernet and receives operational parameters for
zoning and allocation (used by the burst packing component).

Experimental Evaluations: Next, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of each algorithm using our testbed. We create five
topologies as shown in Fig. 10. The dotted edge between BS1
and BS3 in Topology 2 is the fill-in edge introduced by
A3 (other topologies are already chordal). In generating these
topologies, we leverage our WiMAX testbed (see Fig. 2(a))
by changing the client locations for each BS. We measure the
fairness of each algorithm relative to the optimal allocation
(benchmark) as the normalized distance to the benchmark
d =

$
!

i"V (ti ) si)2 /
$
!

i"V (si)
2 [25] where ti and

si denote the number of sub-channels assigned to vertex i by
an algorithm and the benchmark, respectively.

Throughput and Fairness: In our testbed, the cells
have N = 30 sub-channels available in the spectrum. Each
BS has two clients (one class LA, one class ISO). When
there is no zoning, we schedule both clients on the same
set of sub-channels allocated to the BS. For scenarios with
zoning, the specific zoning strategy determines the size of
the reuse zone and the resource isolation zone.We perform
experiments for each topology with the allocation determined
by each algorithm (assuming equal load at each BS). Here,
we introduce another heuristic (labeled dist) that decides the
share of a vertex based on its weight and the resources in
the neighborhood (without removing the allocated vertices).
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Topology 1 Topology 2 Topology 3 Topology 4 Topology 5

Algorithm A3 dist deg BM A3 dist deg BM A3 dist deg BM A3 dist deg BM A3 dist deg BM

BS1 (1) 15 15 20 15 20 10 20 15 10 7 7 10 15 15 20 15 20 15 23 20
BS2 (2) 15 10 10 15 10 10 10 15 10 10 16 10 15 10 10 15 10 7 7 10
BS3 (3) 15 15 20 15 20 10 20 15 10 7 7 10 15 10 10 15 10 10 11 10
BS4 (2) - - - - 10 10 10 15 10 10 16 10 15 15 20 15 10 10 12 10

Utilization 45 40 50 45 60 40 60 60 40 34 46 40 60 50 60 60 50 42 53 50

Throughput(Mbps) 20.87 18.36 21.80 - 29.04 19.73 27.86 - 19.61 15.87 20.76 - 26.79 22.72 27.08 - 23.95 19.94 25.06 -

TABLE I
THROUGHPUT AND UTILIZATION OF EACH ALGORITHM ALONG WITH INDIVIDUAL ALLOCATIONS (FOR EQUAL LOAD) FOR THE BS.
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Fig. 11. Fairness and Zoning Benefits of A3.

The share of a vertex i becomes "iN!
j:(vi,vj)!E "j

. It mimics a

distributed degree-based allocation and helps us understand
the importance of having a centralized approach.

Table I summarizes the number of sub-channels allocated
to each BS along with utilization and aggregate throughput
measurements from the experiments. We observe that dist

has the lowest utilization and therefore the lowest aggregate
throughput. This is because it over-accounts for interference
by just considering the vertex degrees in allocation. deg inher-
ently penalizes vertices with high degree and allocates more
resources to the others; it slightly outperforms A3 in utilization
and throughput (albeit at the cost of fairness). Fig. 11(a) and
11(b) plot the fairness for equal load and variable load (the
loads are listed next to each BS in parentheses in Table I),
respectively. It is seen that A3 consistently outperforms the
other algorithms except topology 2 (equal load case) where it
requires a fill-in edge. However, the restoration step of A3 can
account for under-utilization (due to the fill-in edge) helping
it achieve the same utilization as the benchmark. In all other
topologies, A3 achieves the exact allocation as the benchmark
(BM in Table I) since they are naturally chordal.

Zoning Benefits: We now present throughput measure-
ments for A3 - with and without zoning in Fig. 11(c). The
baseline strategy is where each cell operates on all tiles with
link adaptation. We observe that even without zoning, A3

has significant gains over the baseline. The gains are further
pronounced when zoning is employed, giving A3 a throughput
increase of 50% on average.

Next, we quantify the benefits of decoupling reuse zone
demands in the network (local min.) against having a single
reuse demand propagated to each contention region (global
min.). For this experiment, we use topology 1 in Figure 10. We
set equal reuse zone size demands for BS1 and BS2 (varied in
each measurement) and a fixed demand of 4 symbols for BS3.
Demand difference is defined as the difference between the
common demands of BS1 and BS2 and the demand of BS3 (4
symbols). As we vary the demand difference from 2 to 14, we
measure the aggregate throughput and present it in Fig. 11(d).

It is seen that both global min. and local min. zoning result in
increasing throughput as the demand difference increases. For
the global min., although the operational size is the same (4
symbols), the high demands of BS1 and BS2 allow them to
schedule their class LA clients over a larger set of resources
(recall the transition zone in §V). Note that since class LA
clients are likely to support a higher MCS than class ISO

clients, having a large demand contributes to throughput gains
(as compared to scheduling class ISO clients in the transition
zone). For local min. zoning, the operational size for BS1 is
significantly higher as compared to the global min. resulting
in an increasing throughput gain over the global min. strategy.
This shows FERMI’s benefits from decoupling desired reuse
zone sizes between different contention regions in the network.

B. Evaluations with Simulations

System Model and Metrics: We implement a simulator
to evaluate FERMI in comparison to its alternatives. The
simulator incorporates a channel model proposed by the IEEE
802.16 Broadband Wireless Access Working Group for fem-
tocell simulation [26]. This model captures wireless effects
such as log-distance path loss, shadow fading and penetration
loss, typical of indoor deployments. The SNR from the model
is mapped to a MCS using a rate table from our testbed to
compute throughput. The simulation area is a 7x7 grid where
the distance between each grid point is 12 meters. In addition,
the width and height of this area is 100 meters. We simulate
a deployment by randomly choosing grid locations for each
cell. We then randomly generate a client location for each cell
and determine the conflict graph. We measure the overhead
of each algorithm as the number of contiguous sub-channel
chunks allocated per cell. In addition to overhead, we define
the fill-in edge ratio to be the ratio of number of fill-in edges to
the edges that are already present in the conflict graph. If the
conflict graph is chordal, the fill-in edge ratio is 0. Next, we
present our simulation results. Each data point is an average
over results from 100 randomly generated topologies.
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Fig. 12. Effect of Range (a-b) and Effect of Number of Femtos (c-d). A3’s performance is mainly affected by the fill-in edge ratio.
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Fig. 13. Effect of Number of Sub-channels (a-b), Effect of Zoning (c) and Overall Fairness (d).

Effect of Cell Range: Fig. 12(a) plots the effect of
cell range on fairness. We observe that both heuristics (prog

and deg) consistently deviate more from the benchmark as
range increases. With increasing range, the number of sub-
channels that a cell is assigned decreases (resources are shared
among more cells). Recalling the fairness formula, a given
difference in allocations (between the benchmark and the
heuristics) becomes more pronounced with a smaller number
of sub-channels assigned by the benchmark (si). Interestingly,
A3 exhibits an improvement in fairness after a particular
range (while maintaining less than 0.15 distance from the
benchmark). We find that the fill-in edge ratio is the main
factor that affects A3’s fairness (plotted in Fig. 12(b)). For
small ranges, the graph contains some isolated vertices (very
few cycles) and A3 does not introduce fill-in edges. As range
increases, cycles start to form and A3 adds fill-in edges to
make the graph chordal. However for further ranges, increased
connectivity turns in favor of A3 since the cycles happen rarely
and the fill-in edge ratio decreases again.

Effect of Number of Cells: We now fix a number of sub-
channels (5) and a range (20 m.) and vary the number of cells.
From Fig. 12(c), we see that A3 has better fairness than other
heuristics and is within 0.1 distance of the benchmark due to
the rare need for fill-in edges. The distance increases with the
number of cells due to an increased likelihood of cycles; the
trend again follows that of the fill-in edge ratio (plotted in Fig.
12(d)). For deg and prog, the distance also increases with the
number of cells because of a reduced number of sub-channels
per cell (si), similar to the effect of cell range.

Effect of Number of Sub-channels: We now simulate 30
cells with a fixed range of 10 m. and vary the number of sub-
channels. Fig. 13(a) shows that A3 has a constant distance
from the optimal. Since A3’s performance is mainly affected
by the fill-in edge ratio, the number of sub-channels does
not show a significant effect. In addition, the distance for
prog and deg decreases with an increased number of sub-
channels due to the increase in number of sub-channels per
cell (si). This makes the differences in allocations (between the

heuristics and the benchmark) less pronounced as compared
to when there are fewer sub-channels. Fig. 13(b) shows that
the overheads for A3 and deg are very close to 1 and do not
change with the number of sub-channels. This shows that both
strategies can assign a single contiguous set of sub-channels to
the cells. However, prog tends to have an increasing overhead
trend. Since prog assigns a fragmented set of sub-channels, the
overhead increases with an increasing number of sub-channels
that can be assigned to a cell.

Effect of Zoning: In simulations with zoning, each cell has
two clients: one that requires resource isolation (class ISO) and
one that requires just link adaptation (class LA). We simulate
40 cells with range 10 m, and a frame structure having 30
sub-channels and 30 symbols. Among the cell population, we
have three different types of reuse zone demands: i) high-
demand cells that randomly demand a reuse zone size between
15 and 20 symbols ii) moderate demand cells that generate a
demand value between 10 and 15 symbols and iii) low-demand
cells with a generated demand between 5 and 10 symbols. We
experiment by varying the fraction of the high-demand cells.
Fig. 13(c) shows the total throughput achieved for each zoning
strategy. It is seen that as the fraction of high-demand cells
increases, the throughputs for both zoning strategies increase.
However, the gain of local min. over global min. is more
with a higher fraction of high-demand cells. This is a natural
artifact of vertices converging to a higher local demand as
opposed to the global minimum value which is typically the
same on average (generated by the low-demand vertices). The
results reinforce FERMI’s benefits of decoupling the reuse
zone demands in different contention regions of the network
(i.e. preventing a single demand from propagating).

Overall Fairness: Finally, we present the CDF of the
distance from the optimal as a cumulative set of all previously
described simulations for the three algorithms considered, in
Fig. 13(d). We mainly use the results with range 10 m. and
20 m., as these represent a more realistic deployment (given
the entire area is 100x100 meters). The results provide an
understanding of how fair a given algorithm is in practical
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deployments with a large set of variables (# femtos, # sub-
channels, zoning etc.). It is seen that A3 reaches the exact same
allocation as the benchmark in about 70% of the topologies,
which is far superior to the performance of the other heuristics.
deg has the worst performance and reaches the benchmark
allocation in only 10% of the topologies. prog does better
than deg but still significantly underperforms A3.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we design and implement FERMI, one of
the first resource management systems for OFDMA femtocell
networks. Resource management in femtocells has a unique
set of practical challenges that - to the best of our knowledge
- have not been addressed to date. FERMI provides a complete
resource management solution with several unique features. It
uses measurement-driven triggers to classify clients into two
categories, those that need resource isolation and those that
do not. It provides a frame structure that supports the graceful
coexistence of clients from both categories. For purposes of
interference mitigation, it allocates orthogonal sub-channels of
the OFDMA spectrum with high utilization and low overhead.
We implement FERMI on our WiMAX testbed and show
via both experiments and simulations that its performance is
superior to other conventional methods.
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